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THE ELECTROWEAK AXION, DARK ENERGY, INFLATIONAND BARYONIC MATTERL. MLerran *Physis Department, Brookhaven National LaboratoryUpton, NY 11973, USARIKEN BNL Researh Center, Brookhaven National LaboratoryUpton, NY 11973, USAPhysis Dept. Central China Normal UniversityWuhan, ChinaReeived Otober 29, 2014In a previous paper [1℄, the standard model was generalized to inlude an eletroweak axion whih arries baryonplus lepton number, B + L. It was shown that suh a model naturally gives the observed value of the darkenergy, if the sale of expliit baryon number violation � was hosen to be of the order of the Plank mass.In this paper, we onsider the e�et of the modulus of the axion �eld. Suh a �eld must ondense in order togenerate the standard Goldstone boson assoiated with the phase of the axion �eld. This ondensation breaksbaryon number. We argue that this modulus might be assoiated with in�ation. If an additional B�L violatingsalar is introdued with a mass similar to that of the modulus of the axion �eld, we argue that deays ofpartiles assoiated with this �eld might generate an aeptable baryon asymmetry.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150300521. INTRODUCTIONIn a previous paper [1℄, the standard model wasmodi�ed by assuming that the baryon plus lepton num-ber B+L was not onserved at a mass sale of the orderof the Plank sale, � � Mpl [1℄, and instantons wereused to ompute a phenomenologially aeptable valueof the dark energy [2�6℄. This might be done by an ele-troweak axion oupling to the topologial harge of theeletroweak gauge theory [7�11℄. Following Anselm andJohansen [6℄, an expliit B +L violating interation ofthe form SB+L = 1�2 Z d4x f�lqqq + ..g (1)was onsidered. Here, l is a left-handed lepton �eld andq is a left-handed quark �eld. The sale � is the ener-gy sale at whih lepton and baryon number hanginginterations are important, and is presumably a GUT*E-mail: mlerran�ma.om

sale or higher. The matrix � is of the order of unity,and the interation lqqq ontrats various spinor, olor,and �avor indies to make singlets. This interation vi-olates both B + L and hirality.In a gauge theory, the angle � appears when oneonsiders adding a termnf� �8� Z d4xF ~F (2)to the ation of the theory. The number of families ofquarks and leptons is nf . Here, ~F�� = (1=2)�����F �� .The quantity �8� Z d4xF ~F = N; (3)where N is the winding number of a Eulidean �eldon�guration [2�4℄. Finite-ation solutions, instantons,exist with N equal to the number of instanton minusanti-instanton on�gurations. The eletroweak axion isgenerated by promoting the angle � to an axion �eld.In a theory that expliitly onserves the baryonnumber, physis is independent of �. In suh a the-4 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 433



L. MLerran ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015ory, the term above generates no dependene on � be-ause the only plae where instantons ontribute is inamplitudes onneting states with di�ering numbersof baryons [2, 5℄, and there � appears as exp(infN�)for a proess that hanges B + L by the amount�(B + L) = 2nfN . The fator of nf appears beauseeah generation of quarks and leptons is produed.The basi instanton proess therefore involves 9 ol-ored quarks and three leptons. In amplitudes squared,the phase disappears and there is no onsequene ofthis angle.It was shown in [1℄, that if there was expliit baryonnumber violation at the Plank sale, then eletroweakinstanton proesses naturally led to a vauum energyof the magnitudeSI = �(os(nf�)� 1)� 2��W �4�MEW� �19=6 �� exp�� 2��W (MEW )��4: (4)If we take the energy sale � to be the Plank massand 1=�W � 1=30, we �nd thatSI � 10�122M4pl: (5)This is remarkably lose to the value of dark energy(DE) in osmology, �DE � 10�122M4pl.There are of ourse unertainties in this estimationof the sale �. The details of B + L violation may bedi�erent in di�erent theories, and there may be somehanges to the oupling onstant evolution at energiesnear the Plank sale due to new partile degrees offreedom. The formula for the dark energy is roughlylinear in �, and hene an unertainty in this relation-ship translates to a roughly linear unertainty in thesale �. This linear dependene arises from the expliitfators of �4 and the impliit fators in the running ofthe oupling onstant. It is not unreasonable to assumethat the unertainty in the sale � may be several or-ders of magnitude, sine the running of the ouplingonstant is not known near the Plank sale.2. GENERALIZATION TO THENON-GOLDSTONE MODEThe axion �eld above is the Goldstone mode om-posed from �elds � = �(x) exp(i�(x)). We assume thatthe �eld � arries one unit of B+L. (One unit of B+Lorresponds to B+L = 2.) The anomaly, however, gen-erates nf units of the B + L hange, orresponding to�(B + L) = 2nf . The Lagrangian with only axion

degrees of freedom arises when we assume that a sym-metry assoiated with the salar �eld is spontaneouslybroken and the �eld � aquires an expetation value.We should think of the term os(nf�) in the induedinstanton interation in Eq. (4) asos � = 12(exp(inf�) + exp(�inf�)) = Re(�3)v3 ; (6)where v = h�i: (7)When the �eld is replaed by its expetation value, thenwe ahieve our old result.The ontribution of the axion to the ation is verysmall. However, multiple weak boson attahments tothe basi vertex an enhane the magnitude of B + Lviolation, and at high temperatures 1=�W , suh en-hanements make the e�et of a magnitude su�ientfor the proesses to be realizable [12�14℄. One mightask if the ontribution assoiated with the dynamialnon-Goldstone part of the axion �eld might be simi-larly enhaned, for example, in the deay of a heavyaxion. We think not, sine the axion brings an energysale into the problemmuh larger than the eletroweaksale, and the amplitude for suh a deay enhaned bythermal W and Z bosons should maintain its exponen-tial suppresion � exp(�2�=�W ).In Ref. [1℄, it was assumed that the symmetry wasbroken, that v had an expetation value of the orderof Mpl, and that �(x) was frozen into a onstant valueby in�ation. In fat, the modulus of the axion �eld �provides a andidate for the in�aton �eld [15℄. It hasan expetation value of the order of the Plank mass,as is required of the in�aton in some in�ationary se-narios [16�22℄. In order to obtain the right order ofmagnitude for density �utuations [16�25℄, we need torequire a very �at potential for the modulus of the ax-ion �eld. This would require a mass m� � mpl for thesalar partile assoiated with the modulus of the axionmass. A typial value for the in�aton mass in haotiin�ation senarios is 1012 GeV.As the symmetry breaking ours, the B + L sym-metry is spontaneously broken, and it is plausible thatsome exess of the heavy salar partiles assoiatedwith the non-Goldstone part of the salar �eld are pro-dued. These salar partiles arry a non-zero baryonnumber. They have B+L violating interations amongthemselves but when the density of suh partiles be-omes su�iently low, we expet these interations tofreeze out. However, these partiles deay rapidly be-ause the axion ation after symmetry breaking on-tains the term434



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 The eletroweak axion, dark energy, in�ation : : :ÆS = Z d4x v Æ� ��� ��� (8)that allows the modulus of the salar �eld to deay intotwo axion �elds.If we further assume that there is a B�L violatingsalar with the sale of variation at the Plank massand a mass similar to that of the modulus of the B+Lviolating modulus of the salar �eld, then there maybe interesting e�ets. We assume that there is a B�Lsymmetry of the salar �eld ation, but there are B�Lviolating interations with quarks and leptons. We anthen see that these interations with quarks and lep-tons are quite weak at low energy sales. Then it isplausible that at a high energy sale assoiated withthe end of in�ation, one might generate some exess ofB � L, whih is stored in the low-mass mB�L � Mplsalar �eld. If this is the ase, then suh matter playsan inreasingly important role as time evolves, sinemassive matter energy density dilutes more slowly thandoes radiation. At some late time, it is not implausi-ble to assume that suh matter dominates the energydensity of the universe.There may be baryon-number-violating proesseswhere the massive B � L salar �eld would deayinto light-mass quarks and leptons. On dimensionalgrounds, the e�etive interation for suh a term isLeff = 1�3 Xi �B�Lliqiqiqi; (9)where the sum is over quark q and lepton l �avors.The parameter � is of the order of the Plank mass.There is still a onsiderable unertainty in the value of�. In the derivation of the vauum energy, the run-ning of the eletroweak oupling and its dependeneupon the Plank mass sale ombine with the expliitfators of M4pl to make for an almost linear sensitiv-ity of the dependene of the instanton-indued vauumenergy on the Plank mass. This, ombined with theintrinsi unertainty of how the eletroweak ouplingruns at energy sales near the Plank mass, allows forthe unertainty of a few orders of magnitude upon theenergy sale at whih baryon number violation is of theorder of unity.The rate for deay isR � m7B�L=�6; (10)whih is anomalously small beause �=mB�L � 107.For example, if expansion was radiation dominated,whih is what we want to math to as the matter re-heats, then this rate would beome equal to the expan-sion rate when

T �Mpl(mB�L=�)7=2: (11)Now in order for the deay of the salar �eld notto produe too many baryons, it is neessary that thedeaying baryon not produe too little entropy. If thereheating temperature is T , there are of the order ofmB�L=T partiles produed per unit baryon number.For a salar mass of the order mB�L � 1012 GeV,this would require T � 100 GeV. If the temperatureis signifantly above 100 GeV, then any asymmetrygenerated by the deays of suh bosons is preservedby sphaleron deays, sine these deay only violateB+L [12℄. If the temperature is near 100 GeV, then wewould generate an aeptable baryon asymmetry. Wehene see that for the mass sale of the order 1012 GeV,there is some narrow temperature range where we anmake an aeptable baryon asymmetry. Outside thistemperature range, there is either too muh or too lit-tle baryon asymmetry.If we use Eq. (10) to obtain a reheat temperaturearound 100 GeV, we would require mB�L � 10�5�.If � was the Plank mass, this would require a massof 1014 GeV, whih is large ompared to the expetedvalue of the in�aton mass. This mass sale would ge-nerate an aeptable asymmetry if the reheat temper-ature is 10 TeV.We should reall, however, that the partiles left af-ter the in�ationary transition is aomplished are salarpartiles. In numerial simulations of the evolutionof an over-oupied salar �eld, a ondensate alwaysforms [26�30℄. Over-oupation might generally be agood starting assumption if the salar partiles arisefrom a oherent salar �eld. In general, for a salar�eld, we would expet a transient ondensate to formassoiated with the salar �elds as the system expands.This ondensate would osillate in time, but have zerospatial momentum.Salar bosons always have attrative energy assoi-ated interations. Also the range of interations is verylarge, of the order of 1=m, whih may be quite longompared to the event horizon size sales when thein�aton �eld begins ondensation. Therefore, in thisondensation, it is not implausible that as the universeexpands, the ondensate breaks up into large regionsof lustered salar partiles that have a oherent �eldof the order �B�L � mB�L=p�. It would be most in-teresting to �nd an expliit senario where suh q-ballsexist, and perform simulations to determine whethersuh a senario is indeed plausible. We assume thatq-balls somehow form [31�33℄. Eventually, even if theenergy density of suh q-balls was small ompared to435 4*



L. MLerran ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015the energy density stored in radiation, the q-ball energydensity would eventually dominate the energy densityof the universe.If the salar bosons are ondensed, we expet thattheir oupation number would be of the order of 1=�,where � is the magnitude of some e�etive salar four-point interation. This should be of the order� � m2B�L=�2: (12)The deay rate formula would be enhaned by a fatorof 1=�, and therefore our parametri estimate of thedeay rate is replaed byR � m5B�L=�4; (13)and the time when the ondensate deays isT �Mpl(mB�L=�)5=2: (14)If we take � � Mpl and mB�L � 1012 GeV, we natu-rally obtain a reheating temperature of the order T �� 100 GeV. 3. SUMMARYWe have argued that an eletroweak axion may inpriniple have the orret dynamis to generate in�a-tion, inluding an extra B � L violating salar witha mass similar to the mass of the modulus of the ax-ion �eld, giving an aeptable baryon asymmetry. Thesales one introdues in order to make this onsistentwith what is known from osmology are natural.The omputation we have done follows the philos-ophy of Shaposhnikov and Wetterih [34℄, that oneshould push the limit of the standard model as far aspossible making only minimal hanges to its strutureto inlude new physis. The piture we paint is some-what similar to that of A�ek and Dine [35℄, as faras the baryon number generation is onerned, andindeed it would be interesting to �nd a supersymmet-ri derivation of an ation that has the properties weneed to obtain an aeptable dark energy and baryonnumber density. Perhaps suh a generalization wouldlead naturally to an explanation of dark matter as well.The framework of Shaposhnikov and olleagues for theneutrino setor and standard model osmology may beappliable here [36℄.We thank Rob Pisarski and Hooman Davioudaslfor the enlightening disussions. The researh ofL. MLerran is supported under DOE ContratNo.DE-AC02-98CH10886. This work was ompleted
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